
EL GATO’S GUIDE TO HALLOWEEN
Recipes:
by Dana Cook
Editor-in-Chief

Looking for little spooky goodies to spiff up 
party decorations? Look no more, El Gato  
is here to provide recipes perfect for 
Halloween-themed parties or gatherings!

Chocolate Covered Strawberry Ghosts:
Gluten Free!

Ingredients:
Strawberries
White Chocolate
Candy eyes

Steps:
1. Wash strawberries
2. Melt white chocolate
3. Dip strawberries in chocolate
4. Add eyes to the top of the strawberries and set 
on wax paper covered baking sheet
5. Freeze for 30 minutes

Graveyard Brownies:

Ingredients:
Brownie Mix
Milanos
Black decorating icing (with small tip)

Steps:
1. Follow directions on brownie mix to bake brownies
2. Write "RIP" on top of each Milano with the icing
3. Stick an iced Milano into end of each of a cut 
brownie like a tombstone

DIY COSTUMES:
by Thomas Petroff
People Editor

Do you lack the time to go out and buy entirely new and 
expensive costumes for Halloween? No problem! Here 
is a list of several Do it Yourself Costumes that you 
easily make from the scraps you have in your own house. 
Impress your friends with these costumes that are made 
completely from scratch. 

Napoleon Dynamite:
This one is simple. Gather a pair of sturdy 
looking jeans, a white T-shirt, and nerdy glasses. 
Boldy print "Vote for Pedro" in red letters with 
a Sharpie on the T-shirt and you have the 
costume. The hair may be a different story. 

Bag of Jelly Beans:
This costume requires few materials, including 
a large clear plastic recycling bag, a variety 
of different colored balloons, and paper. 
Merely blow up the balloons and stuff them 
into the bag, with the Jelly Belly logo printed 
on the front. Cut arm and leg holes so that 
the bag and balloons surround you. You are 
now a sack full of jelly beans!Lego Block:

For this costume, you are literally a Lego block 
of any color of your choice. The name may 
sound ridiculous, but it is an easy costume to 
pull off. Gather a few pieces of cardboard, 
some spray paint, and tape. With all these  
supplies, you can cut out a box with arm sockets 
so that you can wear the box appropriately. To 
make the costume even more identifiable, add 
two cardboard cylinders to the front, and you 
are good to go. 
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EL GATO’S GUIDE TO HALLOWEEN
Carving Ideas:
by Jordan Evans
Editor-in-Chief

Decorate your porch with the coolest 
pumpkins in your neighborhood that are 
sure to get the trick-or-treaters talking!

Puking Pumpkin:
If you're looking to be the sickest 
house on the block, why not showcase 
a pumpkin with the flu? Carve eyes, 
a nose, and an open mouth as normal, 
but instead of removing all the 
pumpkin guts, redirect them through 
your jack-o-lantern's mouth! Make 
sure to lay some tin foil down so you 
don't stain the ground.

X Marks the Spot:
Try your hand at fine pumpkin artistry by using 
a stencil! Find a cool pattern online, print it out, 
and tape it to the side of your pumpkin. Simply 
saw along the stencil lines and you'll end up with 
a design that will impress all your friends who 
will think you're just that good.

Dressed to the Nines:
If carving isn't really your style, you can still 
get in on the decorating action! Dress up your 
pumpkin in fun hats, goofy sunglasses, feather 
boas, fake moustaches, or whatever else 
comes to mind. Use hot glue for googly eyes 
to make them stick better than they would if 
you just relied on the sticky backside.

Pumpkin Patches:
by Sophie Kroesche
News Editor

Pick your own decorations this Halloween with 
a trip to a local pumpkin patch! Carve hand-
plucked pumpkins as you get your monster mash on.

Rodoni Farms:
If you are the adventurous type who is 
willing to drive to picturesque Davenport 
this fall, consider stopping by Rodoni Farms 
on your way to the beach. Besides growing 
fresh produce year round, Rodoni offers 
pumpkins and squash from Sept. 30 to 
Oct. 31. Check out the corn maze as you 
peruse the thirteen different types of 
pumpkin and squash growing at your feet. 

Queen's Pumpkin Patch:
For some old fashioned holiday fun, look no further than 
nearby Saratoga for your next family outing. Queen's 
Pumpkin Patch offers pumpkins, corn, gourds, and hay for 
purchase, as well as all forms of entertainment. Choose 
between train rides, a petting zoo, hayrides, pumpkin 
painting, and even movie nights.

Pick of the Patch Pumpkins:
From early September until Halloween night, Pick 
of the Patch Pumpkins and ABC Tree Farms host 
Halloween family fun in their locations around the 
Bay Area. Their location on Hillsdale Ave. in San 
Jose, offers amusement rides, photo booths, games, 
and, of course, a wide variety of pumpkins. Pick 
of the Patch even offers pumpkin carving kits for 
those who want to make the most of their pumpkin 
hunting trip.
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